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(a)    A geometric series begins 420 + 294 + 205.8 + ….

(i)      Show that the common ratio of the series is 0.7.

(1)

1

(ii)     Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(iii)    Write the nth term of the series in the form p × qn, where p and q are constants.

(2)

ӾԜӿͻͻͻͻͻᴁⱲᴒͻᴓⱳꜟᴠ₸ͻ₸ᴒꜟꞌͻꜜᴓͻԛꜛͻԛꜟⱳ₸Ⱳꞌᴒ₸ⱳԝͻᴠᴒꜟⱳᴒᴠͻⱳᴠͻ᷊᷈᷆ͻԛꜛᴑͻ₸Ⱳᴒͻԝꜜꞌꞌꜜꜛͻᴑⱳᴓᴓᴒꜟᴒꜛԝᴒͻꜜᴓͻ₸Ⱳᴒͻᴠᴒꜟⱳᴒᴠͻⱳᴠͻ͜ⅎ᷄

The nth term of the series is un.

(i)      Write down an expression for un.

(1)

(ii)     Given that uk = 0, find the value of   .

(4)

(Total 10 marks)

A geometric series has first term 80 and common ratio .

(a)     Find the third term of the series.

(1)

2

(b)     Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(c)     Find the sum of the first 12 terms of the series, giving your answer to two decimal places.

(2)

(Total 5 marks)

The nth term of a geometric series is un, where un = 48  .

(a)    Find the value of u1 and the value of u2.

(2)

3

(b)    Find the value of the common ratio of the series.

(1)

(c)    Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(3)

(Total 8 marks)

(d)    Find the value of   .
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          A geometric series has third term 36 and sixth term 972.

(a)     (i)      Show that the common ratio of the series is 3.

(2)

(ii)     Find the first term of the series.

(2)

4

(b)     The nth term of the series is u
n
.

(2)

(ii)     Find the least value of n such that un > 4 × 1015.

(3)

(Total 9 marks)

 

(i)      Show that .

          The first term of a geometric series is 12 and the common ratio of the series is .

(a)     Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(3)

5

(b)     Show that the sixth term of the series can be written in the form .

(c)     The nth term of the series is un.

(i)      Write down an expression for un in terms of n.

(1)

(ii)     Hence show that

loga un = n loga 3 – (3n – 5) loga 2

(4)

(Total 10 marks)

 

          (a)     An infinite geometric series has common ratio r.

The first term of the series is 10 and its sum to infinity is 50.

(2)

6

(i)      Show that r = .
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(ii)     Find the second term of the series.

(2)

(b)     The first and second terms of the geometric series in part (a) have the same values as the

4th and 8th terms respectively of an arithmetic series.

(i)      Find the common difference of the arithmetic series.

(3)

(4)

(Total 11 marks)

 

 

(ii)     The nth term of the arithmetic series is un. Find the value of .

          A geometric series has second term 375 and fifth term 81.

(a)     (i)      Show that the common ratio of the series is 0.6.

(3)

7

(ii)     Find the first term of the series.

(2)

(b)     Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(4)

(Total 11 marks)

 

 

(c)     The nth term of the series is un. Find the value of .

          A geometric series begins

20 + 16 + 12.8 + 10.24 +…

(a)     Find the common ratio of the series.

(1)

8

(b)     Find the sum to infinity of the series.

(2)

(c)     Find the sum of the first 20 terms of the series, giving your answer to three decimal places.

(2)
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(d)     Prove that the nth term of the series is 25 × 0.8n.

(2)

(Total 7 marks)
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